
SSWH13: THE STUDENT WILL EXAMINE THE 

INTELLECTUAL, POLITICAL, SOCIAL, AND 

ECONOMIC FACTORS THAT CHANGED THE 

WORLD VIEW OF EUROPEANS.

a. Explain the scientific contributions of 

Copernicus, Galileo, Kepler, and Newton 

and how these ideas changed the 

European world view. 



COPERNICUS

(1500S)

Copernicus was a Polish 
astronomer and 
mathematician who 
founded the idea that 
the Earth rotated on it’s 
axis, and revolved 
around the Sun 
(heliocentric) 

Popular belief was that 
the Earth was the center 
of the universe



GALILEO (1560S-1640S)

Galileo was an Italian scientist 

who supported Copernicus’ 

heliocentric ideas

Discovered four moons 

around Jupiter and that the 

Earth’s moon’s surface was 

rough

His ideas led to the 

development of the scientific 

method



KEPLER (1570S-1630S)

Kepler, a mathematician, 

showed that the planets 

traveled in an elliptical 

path around the sun 

instead of the widely 

believed circular path

 Ideas led to the 

development of the 

scientific method



NEWTON (1640S-1720S)

Newton, an English 

scientist, discovered the 

universal law of gravity

His law stated that the 

same principals 

governed gravity on 

both the earth and in 

the solar system



THE SCIENTIFIC EVOLUTION

 All of these discoveries went against the 
teachings of the Catholic Church

 Many scientists of the time period were 
pressured by the Church not to print their 
theories

 These early scientists laid the groundwork 
for the scientific revolution where ideas 
were based on observation and fact 
and not on religious or ancient beliefs 



B. IDENTIFY THE MAJOR IDEAS OF THE 

ENLIGHTENMENT FROM THE WRITINGS OF 

LOCKE, VOLTAIRE, AND ROUSSEAU AND 

THEIR RELATIONSHIP TO POLITICS AND 

SOCIETY.



ENLIGHTENMENT

 Ideas of Enlightenment Thought:

- The universe can be understood through reason

- Human experience is the basis for 

understanding the truth

- Religion has no place in the understanding of 

the physical universe



JOHN LOCKE (1630S-1700S)

What document do 
Locke’s ideas of 
natural rights appear 
in? 

Locke believed people 
could learn and improve 
themselves through their 
experiences 

Believed in the idea that 
all people are born with 3 
basic natural rights: life, 
liberty, and property and 
that the purpose of 
governemnet is to protect 
these rights

A government’s power 
comes from the people



VOLTAIRE

Used satire to attack 
the French 
government and 
clergy 

 Fought for tolerance, 
reason, and the 
freedoms of religion 
and speech

Used his writings to 
defend his beliefs 

“I do not agree with a word you 
say but will defend to the death 
your right to say it.”

Voltaire



ROUSSEAU

Wrote “The Social Contract” 

in which he discussed the 

role of the people and 

government, and that all 

people were equal

Called for the end of nobility 

which helped to spark the 

French Revolution 


